Clarifications for Conventional, Special Needs and Rear Engine Transit

- All IC Buses will be Latest Model Year, compliant with Current Emission & EPA Standards.
- All IC Buses can have service performed at any International Dealer in Michigan.
- Standard Engine Option for the IC CE will be the In-Line 6 Cummins B6.7 Diesel Engine
- Leasing options are available; lease to purchase and Straight turn-back lease contact Dealer.
- Extended Warranties can be provided for Engine, Chassis and Body. Contact Dealer for Details.
- Rear Drive Tire Models subject to availability and may be upcharge for specific tire models.
- All models with wheelchair lifts require an approved Body Plan from dealer PRIOR to ORDER
- 7 Year Allison Warranty is Available on PTS2500 Series model ONLY. N/A on PTS3000 Trans.
- Adding Air Conditioning will affect Luggage & Auxiliary Heater Availability & other components.
- Luggage availability may be affected and reduced by other options selected, check with dealer.
- Standard Engine for IC/RE is the Cummins L9 Wet-Sleeved 8.9L with PTS3000 Transmission.
- Optional 40 Gallon Diesel BFR Fuel Tank Available on Smaller Wheelbase Units, Contact Dealer
- If Trade in Units are Accepted on any Deal – They are only allowed on the purchase of new bus(es) from Midwest Transit Equipment. Maximum one on one trade unless pre-approved by dealer.
- Contact dealer for further clarification on any option selection. Dealer not responsible for error in option selection or error in option “not-selected”.
- Delivery and Lettering Costs are including in all Bus Pricing. All buses will be prepped, Inspected & cleaned before delivery.
- Optional location for Ammeter may be required due to gauge restrictions.
- Eaton Procision Transmission is available with certain Engines, contact dealer for requirements.
- Adding BTI/IMMI/CE White Seats in ICS/CRS or 3pt may reduce capacity.
- COLLISION MITIGATION SYSTEM – NOW AVAILABLE from IC BUS –CONTACT DEALER FOR DETAILS and AVAILABILITY. Certain Restrictions apply, see dealer for details.
The following refer to Specific Options:

- Option: B140 Air foil is See II brand.
- Option: B190 Battery cut off switch will be located in the battery box
- ALL B112 - B135 Air conditioning options, please contact CCBS to verify available air conditioning applications for your size vehicle
- ALL B150 plastic aisle strips – these will be Koroseal snap in aisle strips that do not use screws
- ALL B270 Ambient air dryer for air door – standard with air door
- ALL B342 will reduce the roof hatch quantity from 2 to 1 power vent roof hatch
- CONV/SN B460 Light check system – standard with a single switch control
- ALL B615 12 volt in driver’s area – standard
- ALL B680 – B691 child seat options, these options replace 1 standard seat, additional seats may be deleted using B705 seat deduct
- ALL B740 Severe service package – includes extra welds at all roof bows, front and rear bulkhead reinforcement and additional metal bars welded in the roof bows
- ALL B770 & B771 Storage compartment – small, this compartment is 54” wide
- ALL B772 & B773 Storage compartment – medium, this compartment is up to 79” wide
- ALL B774 & B775 Storage compartment – large, this compartment is up to 114” wide
- ALL B781 Storage compartment over driver’s sash window – this compartment is 39” x 10” x 10” steel with padding and locking latch
- ALL B820 – B836 Lift options. The required seat deletions are included in these options.
- C253 Extended range propane fuel tank will require a 77 passenger bus with a 9” body extension.
- ALL C450 Warranty will be 2 YEAR/50,000 MILES
- ALL C451 Warranty will be 3 YEAR/50,000 MILES

For REAR ENGINE TRANSIT –

- Standard engine/transmission combination is: Cummins L9 260 hp with a Allison 3000 transmission.
- Option C206 will be a Cummins L9 engine
- Option C207 will be a Cummins L9 engine
The following apply to:

Type A Buses

Optional equipment including Rear Air Conditioning, Wheelchair Lifts or Ford Chassis may reduce bus capacity due to weight restrictions. Contact dealer prior to order to help insure compatibility.

- Propane ONLY Available from GM / Chevrolet with 159” 14.2K Chassis & 6.0L Gas Engine
- PROPANE IS CLEANFUEL USA CONVERSION KIT – BASED ON AVAILABILITY Contact Dealer.
- GM Gasoline chassis do not include a heated fuel water separator.
- Driver compartment is located above driver door, left side.
- Dash air conditioning included on all Chevrolet and Ford chassis
- Interior color is white on all Collins Buses.
- Floor color is Black; Gray is only other color available
- Rear heater is 60,000 BTU from Collins.
- American Cooling Technology (ACT) is the A/C offered from Collins Bus.
- Driver light included, as well as two dome lamps each side, rear
- Two 12 volt power sources are standard from Chevrolet, and one from Ford.
- Cloth driver seat is not available from Collins/Chew Pool Chassis--- Only Available on Special Factory Orders. Ford Does Not offer Cloth OEM, must be Aftermarket, contact dealer for price.
- WHITE ROOF IS STANDARD FROM COLLINS. Yellow Roof is available
- **Base Prices bid are 2020 model Chevrolet Chassis pricing. Pool Chassis Subject to availability and prior Sale. GM production may have limited availability in 2020 models.**

Note: Leftover 2019 model Chev Chassis may be available contact dealer for availability, credit is around $-(650.00)
The following apply to:

**TYPE A BUSES**

Optional equipment including Rear Air Conditioning, Wheelchair Lifts or Ford Chassis may reduce bus capacity due to weight restrictions. Contact dealer prior to order to help insure compatibility.

- Starcraft *Quest* School Buses are built just South of the border in Goshen, Indiana.
- **STARCAST Product are Standard with 3 Year / 36,000 Mile Body Warranty Including Air Conditioning! Body Structure warranty 5 years, 60,000 miles (See coverage for details)**
- Driver compartment is located above driver door, left side.
- Dash air conditioning included on all Chevrolet and Ford chassis
- Electric Outward opening door is Standard; Manual Door is available for no additional charge.
- Floor color is Black, Gray or Blue only other colors available.
- Center aisle of flooring is 29” Wide Ribbed Koroseal, Aisle Trim is not needed.
- Rear heater is 65,000 BTU.
- Trans Air Manufacturing is the A/C offered from Starcraft Bus.
- Driver light Standard, as well as 2 dome lamps each side, evenly spaced ALL LED.
- (2) 12 volt power sources are standard from Chevrolet.
- Cloth driver seat insert w/ RH Armrest is STD on Starcraft Chassis. Vinyl would be special order.
- All Seats are standard mount in tubular floor tracking with vinyl track filler between seats.
- WHITE ROOF IS STANDARD FROM STARCRAFT BUS. Yellow Roof is Available.
- **Base Prices bid are 2020 model Chassis pricing. Pool Chassis Subject to availability and prior Sale. GM production may have limited availability in 2020 models.**
- **Note: Leftover 2019 model Chev Chassis may be available contact dealer for availability, credit is around $-(650.00)
Stock units available from:

- Please Contact Dealer to Confirm Quantity & Availability
- ALL Stock units are priced for Immediate Delivery
- Check with Dealer for Possible Extended Delivery Terms
- Contact Dealer if additional Options are needed, Luggage, and other items be added locally
- Stock units are Subject to Prior Sale
- Stock units may be put on “HOLD” with Letter or Email of intent to purchase - if available
- MWT Not Responsible for Errant Specifications
- Air Conditioning outfitting may be available, contact dealer for proper quote
- MSBO Option Pricing may/or may not pertain to Stock units, Contact dealer for proper quote
- Extended Warranties are available for Stock units, Contact dealer for proper quote.

All Service Softwares Subscriptions - Cables are Optional.

Prices Below are for NEW Units Purchased from the MSBO BID ONLY
Subscriptions may be Subject to Annual Fee
Credit Cards may be required for purchase and renewals

- Allison DOC FLEETS Transmission software USB/Subscription - Yearly renewal..........................$395.00
- Transmission interface cable only...........................................................................................................$725.00
- NED –Navistar Engine Diagnostic Software Subscription...........................................................................$489.00
- Subscription renewal to NED Software....................................................................................................$489.00
- Service Assistant Nav Link Engine Diagnostic NEXIQ cable...................................................................$725.00
- CUMMINS ISB INSITE LITE ENGINE DIAGNOSTIC SOFTWARE - One Year Subscription..............$605.00
- Cummins Data Link Adapter Kit for Cummins Insite Software (cable only).............................................$995.00
- Diamond Logic Builder (DLB) Bus Body- Multiplex Diagnostic Software Subscription.......................$489.00
- PSI Engines - Gas & LPG Diagnostic Programming Cable.........................................................................$225.00
- PSI Engines - Gas & LPG Diagnostic Software –One Year Subscription.................................................$1155.00
- **ON COMMAND™ - Technical Online Support - Service Manuals/Wiring diagrams**
- SERVICE AND PARTS - ON COMMAND ACCESS – Contact Dealer for Enrollment
- Parts CD - VIN SPECIFIC - up to 10 VIN #’s each CD.........................................................................$385.00
- Service USB Stick – Basic Service Information, Wiring Diagrams/Schematics.........................................$395.00
IC BUS CE - POWERED BY CUMMINS B6.7™ MEETING ALL CURRENT EPA, OBD, GHG REQUIREMENTS

IC Powered By PSI 8.8L Gasoline / Propane & Allison PTS2500 Transmission- Call your RSM for more Details!

PSI 8.8L Gasoline Engine  PSI 8.8L Propane Engine